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Introduction and preliminaries
Given any two eulerian trails T, and T2 of a connected eulerian graph G, it is known that T2 can be obtained from T, by a sequence of K-transformations (see Definition 2 below); this has been shown by various authors (see, e.g., [l, 71) . In the present paper we consider eulerian trails of G which satisfy certain restrictions regarding their transitions. Our aim is to develop a type of transformations which, on the one hand, yields a result analogous to the above, and, on the other, respects the restrictions on the corresponding sets of eulerian trails. For this purpose, K-transformations are not sufficiently general (this has been noted already in [S] ), and other types of transformations have to be introduced. As a consequence of this approach, we also obtain a method to transform any two eulerian trails of a weakly connected eulerian diagraph into each other.
For notation and terminology not defined in this paper see [2, 3] . Let G be a graph, by V(G) we denote the set of all vertices of G, by F(G) c V(G) the set of all vertices v of G with d(v) = i, i E N, where d(v) is the degree of r~. By E(G) we denote the set of all edges of G and by E,,(G) c E(G) the set of all edges of G incident with TV E V(G).
For the definition of transition systems f or graphs with multiple edges we need the concept of half-edges. Each edge e incident with TV and u.' consists of two half-edges e( "I and et"'), e(") being incident with v and the other incident with w.
By EL(G) we denote the set of all half-edges incident with v E V(6). For the sake of simplicity of notation we will not distinguish between edges and half-edges. In particular, we will use the same symbols for edges and half-edges and omit the tedious superscripts of half-edges.
For a graph G ard 1~ E V<G) with d(u) >2, we call a partition P(v) of E:(G) a partition systers? 2: u.
P(G):= u PO-0 UEV(G).d(U)>2
is called a partition system of G. If each set in P(G) has exactly two elements P(G) is called a transition system of G. For a connected eulerian graph G, T(G) denotes the set of all eulerian trails of G, and .sP,I(G) denotes the set of all decompositions of G into exactly n closed trails. If T is a closed trail in a graph G, we define XT, the transition system of T, by XT := {{ei, cj} 13~ E V(G) with ei, ej E E:(G) and ei, V. ej is a subsequence of T}. Similarly we define the transition system X5 of a decomposition S = {S,, -* . , Sn) of G into closed trails S' by Xs := Ui &,. For TV E V(G), XT(v j c XT (Xs(v) c Xs) denotes the set of transitions at the vertex 'u (i.e., transitions with half-edges incident with v).
Enterian trds
The starting point for the theory developed in this paper is [5] . We will discuss ways of transforming an eulerian trail T, of G into another eulerian trail T2 of G. For this purpose we have to define what is meant by two eulerian trails being 'equal'. Defmition 1. Two eulerian trails T, and Tz are considered e~r;.::i li they have the same transition systems, i.e., XT1 = XT_.
One clearly sees that T, and T2 are equal if and only if one can be obtained from the other by a cyclic permutation and possibly a reversal. Proof. Choose an arbitrary v E V(G) with d(v) ~4 and two transitions t, = {f, ,f2} snd f2 = (f3, f4) with t,, t2 E X,.(u). W.1.o.g. we may assume the notation to have been chosen such that Proof. Suppose that tl = (e,,I_,, e,n} and t2 = {e,J, e,,,} are the two transitions in which T and T' differ. Considering an eulerian trail T as an edge sequence we can write T in the following way T=ci, . . . , em-,, G,.,, en+,, . . . , e4
Lemma I_
with E(G) = {e,, . . . , e,}, C,,,,,, a closed trail beginning with e,, at v and ending with e, at vu. As XT' -XT = { tl , tz}, T' is of the form T' =e,, . . . , e,_,, C;!a, e,+l, . . . $ eci.
Conversely, if T and T' are of the form T =e,, . . . , e,-,, Gr,n, e,,+l, . . . , eq, T' =el, . . . , enI+ G!,,, e,+l,. . . , e,, with Cm,n a closed trail beginning and ending at v, then obviously XT and XT differ in exactly two transitions of v. 0 Definition 2. Let G be a connected eulerian graph, T, and Tz be two eulerian trails of G, v E V(G) -V.(G) and {t,, t2} two transitions of T, in V. If XT, n X, = X, -{tlJ f2b or equivalently T2 can be derived from T, by reversing a closed segment in TI, then we say that T2 has been obtained from T, by a K-transformation or (in other words) by segrz,ent reversal.
As a short hand we are introducing the (sloppy) notation T2 = K( &) if TI can be transformed by a K-transformation into Tz. This notation does not refer to a particular K-transformation; it is only a short hand for the predicate that the trail T, can be transformed by a #-transformation into T2. It is easy to see that the inverse operation of a K-transformation and the identical operation are K-transformations. Therefore the relation of Kequivalence is indeed an equivalence relation on 3(G). The question of how many K-equivalence classes there are has already been answered in [ 1, 7] . We give here a new proof which contains some basic ideas for the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem I. AN eulerian trails of a connected eulerian graph are K-equivalent.
PM& Indirect. If G is a cycle, then ]Y(G)l = 1 and the theorem is trivially true. Assume that there is a connected eulerian graph G with at least two different equivalence classes. Therefore the-he are at least two eulerian trails T, and T2 of G which are not K--equivalent. Among all pairs of K-inequivalent eulerian trails we choose T, and Tz so, that ]XT, I i XT21 = k is maximal. In particular, there exists a vertex v E V(G) with d(v) 3 4 (otherwise G would be a cycle) and XT,(v) # XT?(v). Let (e,, e,} be in XT, -X,,. Then there exist edges e3, e4, es of G such that e3 f e2 and {e,, e3}X,, -XT,, {e2, e4} E XT, -XT, and {e3, es} E XT, -X,,. Sammarizing, we have We construct
x; = x7, -h*9 f1.21 U {h e3L te2, M9
x;=xy-( h.b 4.2) U WI, 4, ie2, e3H.
Either X,' or Xf induces an eulerian trail T,'. T,' is K-equivalent to 7', . Because of the maximality of X I: ]XT, n X,1, X; is the transition system of T,' (because {e,, e3} E X7-, 13 Xi'). In the sac->3 way we construct X;=XTz--{ t2.1, t2.2UJWbe2L k3, e4Hr
x;=&j-(t2.1, t2.21 Wh e4h k2, e3H using T2. Again, because of the maximality of k, Xg induces an eulerian trail T; which is K-equivalent with r2. But now we have two eulerian trails 7'; and Ti with So T,' and Ti are K-equivalent but this implies that T, and T2 also are K-equivalent, contradicting our initial assumption. Cl
Special types of eulerian trails
We begin by introducing the concept of compatibility.
Definition 4. Let G be a connected eulerian graph and P be a partition system of
G. A transition c is called P-compatible if t $ P for any P E P(v), IJ E V(G) -V2(G).
A trail T is called P-compatible (compatible with P) if all transitions of XT are P-compatible.
Definition 4 implies that for a transition system X an eulerian trail T is X-compatible if X(V) n X,(v) = 0, for all v E V(G) -V,(G).
Let P be a partition system of a graph G. Then 9(G, P) E T(G) denotes the set of P-compatible trails, and &(G, P) E &(G) the set of all partitions of G into two closed subtrails P-compatible.
A simple example compatible eulerian {S, , S2} such that all transitions of X,, and Xs, are
, (69 7) demonstrates that Theorem 1 is not true for the set of trails. Take J&Z and the transition system X' = (5, 8)) as indicated in Fig Conversely, if {tl, t2} are two transitions in S and XT n X, = X, -{tl , f2} we say that T has been obtained from S by a K-absorption, and we write T = K"(S). If Tr and G are two eulerian trails of G, and there exists a S E &(G) with S=K' (&) and & = K"(S), we say that T2 has been obtained from Tl by a K*-fransformation. We use the notation K* = K"K' and T2 = K*(T,). One can define K*-equivalence in the same way as K-equivalence. It is easy to show that K*-equivalerice IS in fact an equivalence relation.
As an example of a K*-transformation consider the graph G and the transition system X' of Fig. l(a) . Taking De6nitIon 8. Let G be a connected eulerian graph, P a partition system of G and T, T' E 5(G, P). We call T and T' Kp-equivalent if they zre K,-equivalent in Y(G, P) and YJG, P).
It is easy to see that K,-equivalence is an equivalence relation on 5(G, P). Again we ask for the number of equivalence classes. In order to guarantee that Y(G, P) # f$ it is necessary and sufficient to consider only partition systems P satisfying 1P ] d id(v) for all P E P(v) c P and all v E V(G); see [5] .
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected eulerian graph and P a partition system of G satisfjing 1 c-1 d id(v) for all Pi E P(v) c P and all v E V(G) -V2(G). Then any two P-compatible eulerian trails in G are Kp-equivalent.
Proof. The case lT(G, P)I = 1 is trivial. Suppose T, and T2 are two P-compatible eulerian trails of G which are not K,-equivalent. We choose T, , T2 so that X, fl X, is as large as possible (we call this the maximality condition of q and &). 
Transforming eulerian trails
Each of these systems defines either an eulerian trail T of G or a trail decomposition S into two trails. It is easy to see that:
(*) Xi (Xy) for i E (3, 4) is defining an eulerian trail 1;: if and only if x (X;) is defining a trail decomposition Si with two trails.
Furthermore we observe that for i = 3, 4 at least one of Y,! and X,!' is compatible with P. We show this for i = 3. If X3 is incompatible with P, then there exists some e E P with Because of ( * ), i # j. W .l.o.g. suppose i = 3 and j = 4. As {a, c) E X, n X, and {a, c} $ X, the maximality condition of T1 and T2 requires that 7'.'. $ 5(G, P), and therefore S3 E &(G, P). Ss = {S;, S;}. W.1.o.g. {b, c} E Xsj. Depending on whether T4 is compatible with P or not, we distinguish two subcases. Subcase 1.1: GE T(G, P).
If we start in & with b and traverse all edges of G following G, we finally return to v along the edge c after having passed all the other edges of G. Therefore, there exists a w E V(G), possibly w = LJ, with {gl, h,} E X,(w) and g, E E(S;) and h, E E(S$). Consequently we can find g,, h2 E E(G) such that {g, , g2} E X,; and {h, , h2} E Ssy. Hence, we can write S; in the form we obtain a P-compatible eulerian trail with K"(&) = TI;, and therefore T1 and r5 are K,-equivalent .
In any case we have {{gl,g2}, {h,,h2})flXT,nXT2=0 because {g,,h,}E XT2 n X,,. Consequently {b, c} E Xi n X, implies jX:n X,( > IX,, n XTzl. The construction of T4 and 7"' implies that T4 and 1_5 are K,-equivalent, and therefore so are 7" and T2, contradicting our assumptions. This settles Subcase 1.1.
Subcase 1.2 & $ Y(G, P).
By (*), S4-{Si, Si) E spZ(G, P). W.1.o.g. a, b E E(Si) and c, d E E(S,"). Retaining the notation from Subcase 1 .l we take S; starting with b and traversing all edges of S; until we end with c in the vertex V. Because b E E(Si) and c E E(Si) we can conclude that there exists {g,, h,} E Xs4 with g, E E(Si) and
h, E E(Si).
Furthermore, there exist g,, h2 E E(G) such that {g,, g2} E Xs;, {h,, h2} E Xsi, and Si can be written in the form S;=b,.
..,,3,g2,...4.
Either {g,, !r,} and {g2, h,} are P-compatible or {g,, h,} and {gL, h,} are P-compatible.
In the tirst case we write Sz = hl, . . . , h2, otherwise S;'= h 2, ---9 hl. Forming Ts by connecting Si and Si we get T,=b,. . . , g,, Ss", g2, . . . , a. G is P-compatible, G = K"(&) and G = K~(T~). At most four transitions of T2 are not in Ts. These are the transitions {a, c} and {!I, d} and the transitions {g,, g2} and {h,, h,}. None of these transitions are in T, and therefore (because {a, b} E XT, n XT<) IXT, n X,1 > (XT, n XT,I, contradicting the maximality condition of T, and T2_ This completes the proof of Case 1.
The remaining cases are Xy = XT, for i = 3,4, and X,! = X, for i = 3,4. trose 2: XT = XT3 and Xz= XT4 and consequently X; = Xs, and X,) = X,.
Since {b, c) E X,,n XT4, it is impossible that {T3, T4} E 3(G, P). W.1.o.g. T $ T(G, P) and therefore S3 E Y2(G, P). Let S3 = {S;, ST} with {a, c} E Ss; and (b, e} E Xsr.
Next consider a run through T2 starting at u along a. Since T2 E Y(G) one arrives in v along c after having traversed all edges in G. Hence, there exists a transition {g,, h,} E XT2 with g, E E(S;) and h, E E(Si), and g,, h2 E E(G) such that {gr , g2) E Xsi and (h 1, h2) E Xs;. By the same argument as in Subcases 1.1 and 1.2 we can write S~=a,...,gl,g2 ,..., c, S;l= h;, . . . , hj where {i: j} = { I, 2)) and combine S; and Sz to form a P-compatible eulerian trail T5=a,. . . ,gl, S;,gz,. . . ,2.
By construction, Ts is K,-equivalent with T1;. Note that T, can be transformed in to T5 by one K'-and one P-transformation. Therefore, T, and T5 differ in at most four transitions. The set of these transitions is R = {{a, b}, {c, e}, {g,, g2}, {h,, h,}} (possibly IRI <4). As {gl, h,} E X,,, R n X,=0. So, we have (X,, n XT,) U {{a, c}} c XT, n X,,. This and the K,-equivalence of G contradict the maximality condition of Ti and T2, and settles Case 2.
Case 3: X; = XT, and Xi = XT4. Similarly, we can write T1 = b, . . . , g,, h3, . . . , a and use it to construct a P-compatible eulerian trail provided there exists {g3, h3} # {c, e}. By construction of T5 and T6 we have x,nx,,z(X7jnX,,)U WC)! and therefore T5 and Tn are K,-equivalent. Consequently, since T5 = K~(T,) and T6 = K~(T~), it follows that T, and T2 are Kp-equivalent. Therefore it remains to prove the cases {gr , h,} = {b, d} and -- I&, f-J X7-J < minw,, t-3 x,,lP lx, n x,l~.
E(G) WQ

Consequently we have separated G into two subtrails T.j with E(T;) = E(S;) and Tg with E(T$ = E(S:
The maximality condition for Tl and T2 implies that Tl is K,-equivalent with r5 and r5 is K,-equivalent with Tz. Hence T, and T2 are K,-equivalent. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 2. Cl A transition system X is a special case of a partition system P. Hence, Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
Proof. For each v E V(G)
and O(v) = ( e, , e2, e3, e,) we define a set of transitions X(v) := ({el, es}, {ez, e4}). Consec,uently, X = IJVEVtC;) X(v) is a transition system of G and FA(G) = 9(G, X). Apply Corollary 1 to G and X, noting that K,-equivalence and K,-equivalence coincide.
q Definition 11. Let G be a connected eulerian graph which can be decomposed into two edge-disjoint subgraphs G1 and G2 with de,(v) = d&v) for each v E V(G) Dei.ote by Ta(G; G1, Gr) the set of all eulerian trails of G which alternate;, &ass through edges of G, and G2. Similarly, denote by Ya(G; G,, G2) the set of all decompositions of G into two edg e-disjoint closed trails, each of which passes alternately through edges of G, and Gz. Two eulerian trails Tl, Tz E Ta(G; G,, Gz) are called KU-equivalent if T, and T2 are K,-equivalent in YJG; G,, GJ ami ZAG; G,, G). For a connected 4-regular graph G it is known that G has a partition into two edge-disjoint 2-factors Q,, Q,. Taking Q, and Q2 as G, and G2 we have deduced the followir;g corollary. However, in certain instances a K*-transformation can be replaced by two K-transformations. Since we view the !atter as being more elementary than the former, we are led to the following definition which is ultimately justified by Theorem 3 below. Proof. Suppose K~ is reducible. Then, by definition, w is T,-odd and by the preceding discussion there exists a K-transformation K, such that T* = K,JT*) and T* E Ya(G; Qr, Q2). Obviously, Xr -X,(w) = X,, -X,(w). Being &-odd, w subdivides TI into two closed trails T FI and Ty2, both having odd length and passing through w and u. In the same way, v subdivides T, into two closed subtrails Ty., and Tyn2 of even lengths. Put = (x,(v) u x,,(w)) n (x&) u x&f)) = 0.
These equations and the 4-regularity of G yield T2 = Tr. Conversely, suppose that there exist K-transformations K,, and K, and a trail T* E &(G; Q,, Q2) such that K,(T,) = T* and q,(T*) = T-. The existence of a K-transformation K, which is a K,-transformation implies that w is T,-odd. Since IC, is a K*-transformation, v must be T,-even and K~ is reducible. This finishes the proof of (1).
For the proof of statement (2) we assume that K= is irreducible, and hence w is q-even. Therefore we can apply a K-detachment at w resulting in two alternating closed trails T" 1.1 and Ty2 of even length and both passing through V. Now it is possible to perform a K-absorption at v resulting in a T; E Ya(G; Q, , Q2).
Similar arguments as in the proof of statement (1) then yield G = T;.
Conversely, suppose that there is a K,-transformation 2 = k"k' satisfying (ii) if the K,-transformation is a P-transformation, then it is an irreducible transformation applied at two T--even vertices v and w.
It is irrelevant whether one applies the K-detachment at v and the K-absorption at w or vice versa.
Corollary 5 plays a central role in Sabidussi's approach to what has become known as the Compatibility Problem. In fact, Corollary 5 can be translated into [6, Theorem (7.7)], and a large part of the discussion leading to Corollary 5 is contained in this paper.
Digraphs
Theorem 2 can also be applied to digraphs. It is obvious that the concept of a K-transformation (i.e., segment reversal) does not make senz for digraphs, whereas that cf a K*-transformation does. Given a digraph D cenote by 9(D) the set of all eulerian trails of D and by Y&D) the set of all decompositions of D into two edge-disjoint closed trails. Conversely, if {tl, t2} are two transitions in S and X, n X, = X, -{tl, t2} we say that T has been obtained from S by a K-absorption. Formally we write T = K"(S). If & and Tz are two eulerian trails of D and there exists an S E Y',(D) with S = ~'(a,) and T2 = K"(S) we say that T2 has been obtained from T1 by a K*-transformation, in symbols: K* = K"K' and T2 = K*(T,).
As in the case of graphs one can define the concept of K*-equivalence, and one can show that this is indeed an equivalence relation on Y(D). 
